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The ongoing downtrend from the October 31, 2011 all-time high (132.64) scored a 
second consecutive new low today (100.64 basis CME nearby activie June futures).  
Notably, the market opened on a downside gap that it could not close.  Globex 
settlement was near the bottom of the day’s range for a third session. 
 
The Japanese yen is firmly entrenched in a once in a lifetime move.  Rarely will one 
witness relentless weakness and increased acceleration such as the CME futures have 
experienced since September 2012.  Price action is consistent with that seen in major 
third waves. 
 
After completing 5 swings (annotated in cyan circles) down from wave 2’s terminus at 
129.67 basis the nearby futures the market spent most of February and March 
consolidating.  Instead of fulfulling our expectations of a  Fibonacci-related 38.2% 
countertrend correction from point 5’s low at 105.88, the market traced out what Elliott 
wave analysts term an "irregular flat with a c-wave failure".  The pattern is annotated 
above as a-b-c and it consists of a b-swing that is lower than the pattern's inception at 
point 5 (thus the term "irregular") plus a c-swing high that falls below the high of the a-
swing (thus the "c-wave failure).  Typically, irregular flats with c-wave failures in 
downtrending markets are indicative of a weak internal technical structure. Following 
them, prices will often will undergo downward acceleration.  The last 3 consecutive down 
days and the unfilled Monday gap confirm that condition. 
 
Mentioned above, we see the market now as being firmly entrenched in the third wave of 
an even larger Wave 3 that started in September 2012 at yellow-circled point 2.  Our 
next target is 93.41 basis the nearby CME futures.  Derivation is as follows:  Measuring 



the distance of Wave 1 (yellow-circled point 1) to its March 2012 low at 118.79 yields 
1385 points.  Multiplying that number by a Fibonacci-related 2.618 = 3625 points.  Then 
subtracting that amount from the Wave 2 high at 129.67 results in 93.41.  That target is 
operative unless the market recoves above its April 2 reaction high (annotated boxed 
3_ii) at 108.09. 
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